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Common PCT cycles after using Tren Hex last four weeks and begin three weeks following the last
injection of Tren Hex (depending on the esters used in the cycle). We always recommend Post Cycle
Therapy (PCT) after any steroid cycle although there are some who never choose to use PCT. Just
remember that when you opt out of PCT, you put your body. Equipoise Tren Cycle - Tren Hex 100 .
Equipoise (Boldenone Undecylenate) is a very long lasting ester, and it can take 4-6 weeks to "kick in.".
Thus, the average recommended cycle is a minimum of 12 weeks, but preferably 16 weeks. When
stacking tren and EQ, one can expect natural testosterone suppression, so adding a Testosterone ester to
this.
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Tren Hex is the larger ester based Tren compound on the market and it was first introduced by a French
lab in the 1960s and was the first and only Tren hormone that ever existed in human grade form.
Parabolan was prescribed for many years to treat medical conditions such as malnutrition and
Osteoporosis.



nothing like tren ace enanthate or hex , only the no ester version of alpha pharma is left to try out lol
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It's just an ester. Sure, there's slightly more bioavailability with short esters so ace is actually the best
bang for your buck, but in the end, it's just an ester and tren will always be tren. The days of parabolin
are through so I'd forget about wasting your money on hex and just buy enanthate at 200mg/ml at a
cheaper price than 100mg/ml hex.
1. Aug 10, 2007. #2. That is a reasonable starting point (300mg a week). tren hex is about 68% tren by
wieght (I need to double check that) so that works out to about 200mg a week of tren. that is roughly
worth 35mg of tren a day. keep in mind that it will take much, much longer to kick in though.

Trenbolone Hex: This is another long acting ester and is
the least used version of Trenbolone by bodybuilders and recreational users. #4 - Keep Cabergoline
handy before you begin your cycle Read here: how to combat side effects of Tren with Cardarine . Don't
let all the talk about how 'Tren cannot cause gyno' fool you into believing. Tren hex is the only form of
tren that was ever approved for human consumption. It is a very long ester but other than that your body
won't know the difference between E and Hex. I am suspicious of labs who claim to have tren hex.



Funnyman said: Tren hex
lasts longer in the system. Some labs have combos of all 3 esters in it. Click to expand. That's the only
difference i see when looking at the it, i think their is just too much hype for the Hex version, Tren is
Tren no matter what ester attached to it. Anybody can tell their Hex use might be different than the other
2. visit here
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